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Abstract

The superplastic deformation exhibited by metals with different grain sizes 
and their corresponding deformation mechanism influences the industrial metal-
forming processes. The coarse-grained materials, which contain grain size greater 
than 20 μm, exhibited superplastic deformation at high homologous temperature 
and low strain rate of the order of 10−4 s−1. Fine grain materials (1–20 μm) are 
generally considered as favorable for superplastic deformation. They possess high-
strain-rate sensitivity “m” value, approximately, equal to 0.5 at the temperature of 
0.5 times the melting point and at a strain rate of 10−3 to 10−4 s−1. Ultrafine grains 
(100 nm to less than 1 μm) exhibit superplasticity at high strain rate as well as at 
low temperature when compared to fine grain materials. It is attributed to the fact 
that both temperature and strain rates are inversely proportional to the grain size 
in Arrhenius-type superplastic constitute equation. The superplastic phenomenon 
with nano-sized grains (10 nm to less than 100 nm) is quite different from their 
higher-scale counterparts. It exhibits high ductility with high strength. Materials 
with mixed grain size distribution (bimodal or layered) are found to exhibit supe-
rior superplasticity when compared to the homogeneous grain-sized material. The 
deformation mechanisms governing these superplastic deformations with different 
scale grain size microstructures are discussed in this chapter.

Keywords: grain size, superplasticity, deformation mechanism, coarse-grained 
superplasticity, fine-grained superplasticity, ultrafine-grained superplasticity,  
nano-grained superplasticity, superplasticity of mixed grain sizes

1. Introduction

Newtonian flow is the flow of a material in which the shear stress (τ) has linear 
relationship with the shear rate. The proportionality constant (μ) is called coef-
ficient of viscosity. It is given by Eq. (1):

  τ = μ   dv ___ 
dy

    (1)

The materials which exhibit Newtonian flow completely undergo shear by 
diffusion without the contribution of dislocations and cavities. If the relationship 
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between shear stress and shear strain is nonlinear, it is called non-Newtonian flow. 
Superplastic deformation is such a flow in which shear stress does not follow linear 
relationship. Backofen and Avery [1] proposed a power-law relationship for super-
plastic deformation which is given in Eq. (2):

  σ = K   ε   ̇    m   (2)

where σ is the true stress,   ε   ̇   is the strain rate, n is the strain-hardening exponent, 
m is the strain-rate sensitivity, and K is material parameter. For Newtonian fluids, 
m = 1. Superplasticity is exhibited by certain polycrystalline materials at the defor-
mation temperature of above 0.5Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting point of the 
material and strain rate ranges from 10−5 to 10−3 s−1 [2]. For a material to exhibit 
superplasticity, it should have stable, equiaxed, fine grain microstructure. Materials 
deformed at lower temperatures resist necking by work hardening, while superplas-
tic materials resist necking due to the sensitivity of flow stress to strain rate, called 
strain-rate sensitivity (m) [3].

The superplastic materials generally exhibit m value greater than 0.3. 
Observations through scratch offsets at grain boundaries established grain bound-
ary sliding (GBS) as a primary deformation mechanism [4–6]. Other than diffu-
sional creep, dislocation creep and grain boundary sliding (GBS) were the different 
mechanisms that govern high-temperature deformation. Mukerjee et al. proposed a 
semiempirical relationship correlating strain rate, grain size, temperature, activa-
tion energy, and stress to define the nature of superplastic deformation. The empiri-
cal relationship is given by Eq. (3):

   ε   ̇  =   A  D  0   Gb ______ 
kT

     (  b __ 
d
  )    

p

    (  σ __ 
G

  )    n  exp  (  − Q ___ 
RT

  )   (3)

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient, G is the shear modulus, Q is the activation 
energy, T is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, b is the magnitude of 
the Burgers vector, d is the grain size, p is the grain size exponent, n is the stress 

Figure 1. 
Schematic illustration of the strain-rate dependence of flow stress in a superplastic material.
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exponent (1/m), A is the constant dependent on microstructure and mechanism, 
and k is the Boltzmann constant. In general superplastic deformation was divided 
into three regions, as shown in Figure 1, based on the stress and strain rate range 
in which the deformation is taking place. The detailed discussion of these regions 
was discussed elsewhere [7]. The strain-rate dependence of stress, in turn, depends 
on the microstructure of the material and temperature range of the deformation. 
According to Eq. (3), the strain rate of superplastic deformation has an inverse 
relationship with grain size to the power “p.” Moreover, with the advent of severe 
plastic deformation methods, fabrication of ultrafine grain (UFG) and nano-sized 
grains can be obtained using cryo forming [8, 9], multiaxial forging, equal-channel 
angular pressing (ECAP), friction stir processing (FSP), and high-pressure torsion 
(HPT). According to the Hall-Petch relationship, improvement in room-tempera-
ture mechanical properties in different alloys was studied extensively [10–13]. The 
advancement in superplastic deformation due to these UFG and nano-grain sizes 
is multifold. They are high-strain-rate, low-temperature, and room-temperature 
superplasticity due to grain refinement and uniform thinning during superplastic 
bulge forming by controlling the grain size at the apex and edge. Hence, in this 
chapter, the effect of grain size varying from microscale to nanoscale on the super-
plastic deformation was studied and discussed.

2. Superplastic deformation mechanisms

Three important deformation mechanisms at high-temperature deformation 
are diffusion creep, grain boundary sliding (GBS), and slip by dislocation move-
ment. The mechanisms are common to both creep and superplasticity. Creep is the 
ability to resist deformation, while superplasticity is the ability to deform without 
necking. Diffusion creep is the vacancy movement. If the vacancy transfer occurs 
through grain boundaries, then the diffusion creep is called Coble creep. If the 
stress applied is parallel to grain boundaries, then the grain boundaries experience 
tension, while transverse grain boundaries experience compression (perpendicular 
to applied stress). As the vacancies occupy the transverse grain boundaries and 
get absorbed, a counter flux of atoms occurs toward the parallel-to-applied stress 
grain boundaries and causes grain elongation. If the vacancy transfers take place 
through the crystal lattice, then the diffusion creep is called Nabarro-Herring 
creep. Diffusion creep can be accommodated by another deformation mechanism 
GBS [4] and contains elongated grains [14]. The GBS that accommodates diffusion 
creep is called Lifshitz GBS. The other type of GBS called Rachinger GBS or simply 
GBS is a mechanism where adjacent grains are displaced at the grain boundaries 
between them but the grains remain equiaxed. GBS is impeded by obstacles like 
triple junctions or other types of stress concentration. Hence, GBS also required 
accommodation process. The accommodation process for GBS is delivered by slip 
activities like dislocation slip, grain rotation, grain boundary migration, and grain 
rearrangement [15, 16].

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is one another important deformation mecha-
nism in many metals and alloys including Mg which produce fine grain micro-
structure. Fine grain microstructure is essential to improve material’s mechanical 
properties, and it helps in improving the superplastic elongation of the material. 
The important factors that influence DRX are initial grain size, second-phase par-
ticles, stacking fault energy (SFE), thermomechanical processing, and severe plastic 
deformation conditions [17]. There are three types of DRX, namely, discontinuous 
DRX (DDRX), continuous DRX (CDRX), and geometric DRX (GDRX). Nucleation 
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of new grains and grain growth at the expense of regions full of dislocations are 
called DDRX [18] which is mostly observed during hot deformation of materials 
with low to medium SFE. In materials with high SFE, the subgrains or cell structure 
with low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) formed during deformation is gradually 
evolved into high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) due to efficient dynamic recov-
ery, which is known as CDRX [19]. In material like aluminum, the grains elongate 
with local serrations at high temperatures and large strain. On further increase in 
strain, these serrations pinch off and form high-angle grain boundaries which are 
called GDRX [20].

3. Coarse-grained superplasticity

In 1982, Wadsworth et al. [21] fabricated a commercial C103 niobium alloy 
(Ni + 10 wt.% Hf + 1 wt.% Ti) by duplex hipping process for high-performance 
missile and space application systems. The microstructure of the fabricated metal 
had an average grain size of 75 μm. It exhibited a rupture at 125% elongation during 
a creep test at 1650°C. The deformation mechanism in this work was predicted as 
solute drag of dislocations caused by the diffusion of hafnium in niobium, which 
is of type class I solid solutions. Morgan and Hammond [22] used a method of 
pre-strain at high strain rate, region III of superplastic regime, followed by cyclic 
strain to generate subgrain boundaries inside the coarse-grained beta-Ti alloys. 
The material exhibited maximum elongation of 101% at 830°C. The superplastic 
deformation was due to diffusional creep mechanism. The vacancy generation and 
absorption were accommodated by the subgrain boundaries during the diffusional 
creep. In coarse-grained (62 μm) Ti40 alloy, the grains initially elongated and are 
then refined to lesser than 10 μm due to CDRA at 840°C and at a strain rate of  
1 × 10−3 s−1. It exhibited 436% elongation attributed lattice diffusion. Lin and Sun 
[23] reported 287.5% elongation in TiAl with 95 μm grain size at 1100°C and at a 
strain rate of 4 × 10−5 s−1 due to CDRX grain refinement followed by dislocation 
glide and climb accommodated GBS.

Woo et al. [24] observed superplasticity (300% elongation) in 150 μm grain-
sized Al-Mg alloy due to diffusion of Mg in Al, solute-drag creep. Reduction in 
strain-rate sensitivity during solute-drag creep was observed in Al-Mg alloy after 
the addition of Mn or Zr. It is due to the change in the failure mechanism from neck-
ing-controlled-failure to cavitation-controlled-failure [25]. Further, Si addition on 
coarse-grained Al-Mg alloys also exhibited 350% elongation by solute-drag creep. 
Thus, Si addition, which did not affect the superplasticity but the high Si content of 
0.2 wt%, formed higher volume fraction of Mg2Si particles, which generates more 
cavity nucleation. These cavities reduce the post-forming tensile properties of the 
material [26]. On the addition Cu with Al-Mg alloy, the superplastic elongation 
(320%) was more than that of Al-Mg alloy (260% at 450°C and at a strain rate of 
10−2 s−1) [27]. Though the solute drag was explained as responsible deformation 
mechanism, the effect of Cu addition was not reported. When solute-drag creep 
was the responsible deformation mechanism, the material exhibited superplasticity 
at high homologous temperature as well as at high strain rate. Similarly, addition 
of Zn in Al-Mg alloy also improved the superplastic elongation due to solute drag 
coupled with CDRX before fracture [28]. Unlike GBS, solute-drag creep mechanism 
was independent of grain size. Hong [29] reported that if solid solution strength 
increases due to the increase in strain rate, during solute drag, it would increase the 
strain-rate sensitivity and superplastic deformation. Meanwhile, the microstructure 
would contain homogeneously distributed dislocations rather than dislocation 
clusters.
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Malek [32] observed superplastic elongation of 150–200% in the coarse-
grained Zn-1.1 wt.% Al alloy at 227°C and at a strain rate of 4.2 × 10−4 s−1. The 
coarse-grained (70 μm) in this work was refined to fine grain size (20 μm) with 
straining due to CDRX. Similar results of CDRX was observed during superplastic 
deformation in the Fe3Al-Ti alloy with 100 μm large grains when tested at 850°C at 
a strain rate of 1 × 10−3 s−1 [33]. Chu et al. [34] also observed superplastic elonga-
tion of up to 180% in Fe-27Al alloy with an initial grain size of 700–800 μm. The 
grain size reduced to 100–200 μm with strain due to continuous grain boundary 
migration, also called CDRX. CDRX is accountable only for grain refinement, 
but these works did not report about the superplastic deformation mechanisms. 
Mohri et al. [35] observed CDRX during superplastic deformation of rolled 
AZ91 Mg alloy with an initial grain size of 39.5 μm. The grain size reduced to 
9.1 μm at a true strain 0.6 due to CDRX. The CDRX in Mg alloy was not because 
of the effect of SFE but due to the easily activated non-basal slip systems at 
elevated temperature. After grain refinement, GBS was observed to contribute 
in 604% superplastic elongation at 300°C and at a strain rate of 1.5 × 10−3 s−1. 
On the similar mechanism of grain refinement followed by GBS, elongation of 
512% was obtained by Lin et al. [36] in 155 μm grain-sized Mg-Li alloy at 250°C 
and at a strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1. Wu and Liu [37] observed 320% elongation 
in 300 μm large grain Az31 alloy at 500°C and at a strain rate of 1 × 10−3 s−1. The 
coarse grains were refined to 25 μm at a true strain of 0.024. In this work, grain 
refinement was reported due to dislocation slip and climb, while lattice diffu-
sion controls the superplastic deformation, as the test was performed at higher 
temperature.

The coarse-grained materials exhibit superplastic elongation from 100% to 
maximum of 600% by AZ91 Mg alloy. The superplastic deformation mechanisms 
reported in coarse-grained materials are two types. First is the solute-drag creep in 
solid solution alloys like Al-Mg alloy with elongated grains as shown in Figure 2. 
The second one is the dynamic recovery and/or dynamic recrystallization followed 
by grain boundary sliding as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. 
Light optical micrographs of changes in the grain structure at a true strain of (a) zero, (b) 0.6, and (c) 1.5 at a 
tested strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1 [30].
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4. Fine-grained superplasticity

Fine-grained materials are generally preferred for superplastic deformation. 
Most of the materials deform by GBS; fine grains offer more fraction of grain 
boundaries when compared to coarse grains in a given area. As grain boundary 
slides, the moving dislocations need to be accommodated during the deformation 
process. Otherwise, dislocations would pile up at ledges or triple junction and 
generates stress concentration, eventually leads to cavitation and failure. Further, 
the slower accommodation mechanism if any or slower deformation mechanism 
which controls the superplastic deformation is termed as rate controlling mecha-
nism. Hence, the deformation mechanism, accommodation mechanism, and rate-
controlling mechanism are important in the fine-grained material. Zhou et al. [38] 
observed low-temperature superplasticity in 6 μm grain-sized Ti-6Al-4 V alloy at 
700°C due to GBS accommodated by slip. However, the accommodation mechanism 
becomes grain boundary diffusion on increasing the temperature to 850°C.

In a work by Rao and Mukerjee [39] in fine-grained Al 7475 alloy, 840% elonga-
tion was attained during the tensile test at 457°C and at a strain rate of 1 × 10−4 s−1. 
Grain elongation was observed with high dislocation density that leads to strain 
hardening in the material. Dislocation slip and climb through grains to the grain 
boundary was reported to cause grain elongation, together with grain boundary 
sliding. The measured activation energy, approximately 165 kJ/mol, was equal to 
self-diffusion of Al (142 kJ/mol). It describes that diffusion creep is the deforma-
tion mechanism rate controlled by dislocation climb. Mikhaylovskaya et al. [40] 
compared the superplastic deformation behavior in fine-grained Al 7475 alloy at 
primary stage and steady stage deformation. It was found that grain elongation 
occurred at primary stage due to diffusional creep, while at steady stage, diffusion 
creep becomes the accommodation process for GBS without any further change in 
the shape and size of the grain. Possibility of dislocation creep as an accommoda-
tion mechanism along with dislocation creep is also suggested in this work. This 
detailed study on the comparison between primary and steady stage deformation 
by Mikhaylovskaya et al. [40] elaborated and concurred with the work by Rao and 
Mukerjee [39].

In an interesting work by Fukuyo et al. [41], the accommodation mechanism 
for GBS in a fine-grained (6 μm) 10 wt.% Al-added ultrahigh carbon steel (UHCS-
10Al) was studied. It was alluded that if stress exponent is equal to 2, then the 
accommodation mechanism was dislocation climb due to iron self-diffusion where 
if stress exponent reduced below 2, then dislocation glide due to solute drag is 
the accommodation mechanism. These values were confirmed by matching the 
measured Q values 191 kJ/mol and 292 kJ/mol with the theoretical Q values for self-
diffusion (270 kJ/mol) and Al diffusion in Fe (155 kJ/mol), respectively.

Figure 3. 
Light optical micrographs of Al 5052 alloy deformed at 425°C and at a strain rate of 1 × 10−2 s−1 to (a) 10%, 
(b) 100%, and (c) 130% [31].
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In a fine-grained (2 μm) Mg-9Li alloy, the grain boundary diffusion accommo-
dated GBS was reported as measured Q value of 67 kJ/mol was approximately equal 
to that of GBD (70 kJ/mol) [42]. This material exhibited superplastic elongation of 
450% at 100°C. In a work by Kin and Chung [43], the deformation mechanism of 
5 μm grain-sized AZ61 Mg alloy was reported to vary with the strain rate. At low 
strain rate, grain boundary diffusion-controlled GBS was deformation mechanism, 
whereas at high strain rates, pipe diffusion-controlled slip was the deformation 
mechanism. Maximum elongation of 560% was obtained at 400°C and at a low 
strain rate of 2 × 10−4 s−1. As slip accommodates the GBS, slip systems in the direc-
tion of highest Schmidt factor has easier mobility which facilitates GBS accom-
modation. Anisotropy in superplastic elongation was observed in the fine-grained 
AZ61 alloy at 300–400°C by Wang and Huang [44]. However, the influence of 
Schmidt factors was limited to initial stages of deformation and below 400°C. At 
large strain, GBS and GBM would greatly reduce the texture effect, and above 
400°C the difference in CRSS between different slip systems becomes negligible. 
GBS mechanism was compared in Al and Mg alloys by Wang and Huang [45]. The 
contribution of GBS was approximately 60% in Mg, while in the case of Al alloys, its 
contribution is around 20–30% at a true strain of below 0.5. It was because warm-
extruded Mg alloy contains 88% HAGBs, while warm-worked Al alloy had 45–65% 
HAGBs. HAGBs favor GBS; hence, in Mg alloy almost every single grain contributes 
for GBS, whereas in Al alloys, the presence of LAGBs and CSL boundaries did not 
favor GBS. Hence, during initial stages of deformation, the group of grains with 
a common HAGB would undergo GBS, known as cooperative GBS. This initial 
strain promotes DRV/DRX to convert LAGBs into HAGBs and increase the fraction 
HAGBs at higher strain values. Further, in slip-accommodated GBS, slip process 
takes place by subsequent glide and climb. The distance of climb is an important fac-
tor in determining the strain rate. If the climb distance is of grain size, it would be 
absorbed by the grain boundary, and it would contribute for the elementary process 
of GBS. If the climb distance is of only core size of the grain, it would climb through 
the lattice and act as rate controlling process [46]. The superplasticity of AA 5083 
alloy with and without Cr of grain sizes 7 and 10 μm was studied by Mikhaylovskaya 
et al. [47]. The elongation in alloy with Cr is found to be marginally higher than the 
alloy without Cr attributed to it difference in the grain size. It was found that contri-
bution of GBS negligible in both these alloys, instead diffusion creep, was observed 
to be contributed for 50% of the strain rate. In particle-containing Mg alloys, which 
exhibit superplastic deformation at low temperature or room temperature, the 
GBS is accompanied by grain boundary migration. The cooperative effect of grain 
boundary sliding and migration creates stress concentration around the grains. The 
larger the GBS distance, the larger is the stress concentration, and depending on the 
grain orientation, migration aids in either stress relaxation or stress concentration 
[48]. This effect nucleates cracking of the particles inside the grain due to disclina-
tion; a rotational line defect arises out of rotational misfit between the lattices [49].

5. Ultrafine-grained superplasticity

Xu et al. [50] stated that superplastic deformation is one of the innovative 
applications of UFG alloys. Reducing the grain size aids in increasing the rate of 
superplastic deformation where GBS is the operative deformation mechanism. Kim 
et al. [51] proposed lattice diffusion-controlled GBS as a deformation mechanism 
for high-strain-rate superplasticity in 0.3–0.4-μm-sized grain Al alloy. Superplastic 
elongation of 9000% was achieved in an ultrafine-grained Ti-6Al-4 V alloy at 
850°C [52]. However, Cu-Zn-Zr alloy exhibited superplasticity at a temperature 
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above 400°C and at strain rates below 1 × 10−3 s−1. It was because UFG was obtained 
by ECAP method which contains elongated grains. At temperature higher than the 
recrystallization temperature of the alloy, it exhibited superplasticity. Mere 0.18% 
addition of Zr helps in increasing the recrystallization temperature from 100 to 
500°C that prevents grain growth. Zn inhibits dislocation creep and assists GBS in 
the process [53]. Ma et al. [54] achieved superplasticity in UFG Al alloy at a strain 
rate of 1 s−1 and at a temperature of 425°C due to lattice diffusion-controlled GBS.

Kawasaki and Langdon [56–58] developed deformation mechanism map for 
UFG polycrystalline materials depending on the strain rate and temperature range. 
Most of the materials, namely, Zn-22% Al and Pb-62% Sn alloys, fall in the range of 
region II of the superplasticity regime. Lee and Horita [59] observed low-temper-
ature superplasticity in Al7075 alloy at 200–250°C due to UFG generated by high-
pressure torsion process. In Al 5024 alloy, UFG grains of 0.7 μm was produced by 
ECAP and tested for superplasticity in the temperature range of 175–450°C and at a 
strain rate ranging from 10−3 s−1 to 10−1 s−1. The material exhibited superplasticity in 
all the tested conditions due to grain boundary diffusion-controlled GBS. At 175°C 
the maximum elongation of 365% was obtained at a strain rate of 1.4 × 10−4 s−1,  
and at 450°C the maximum elongation of 3300% was obtained at a strain rate of 
5.6 × 10−1 s−1. At low temperature, strain hardening was observed at the primary 
deformation stage due to the accumulation of lattice dislocations, whereas at 
high temperature, strain-induced grain elongation causes the strain hardening 
which accounted for the high-strain-rate superplasticity [55]. Bobruk et al. [60] 
demonstrated that UFG grain promoted low-temperature and high-strain-rate 
superplasticity in Al 7050 alloy. Edalati et al. [61] observed low-temperature 
superplasticity in Mg-Li alloy with 0.25 μm. The deformation mechanism was grain 
boundary sliding controlled by fast grain boundary diffusion due to Li segregation 
along the grain boundaries. The low-temperature superplasticity in this case was 
not attributed to UFG alone, but Li segregation in the boundary favors the grain 
boundary diffusion and GBS. Similar observation of maximum elongation of 
approximately 850% was found in UFG Ti-6Al-4 V (~0.4 μm) alloy due to high 
volume fraction of beta phase in a continuous network fashion acted as soft 
lubricant layer and increases the elongation [62]. Various deformation mecha-
nisms that contribute for superplastic deformation in UFG regime were mapped 
with the optimum strain rate and temperature in Figure 4. It is evident that there 

Figure 4. 
Superplastic mechanism map of FSP Al alloys [54].
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is a relationship between temperature and strain rate. In Figure 5, an empirical 
relationship was presented with an illustration that HSRSP would take place at 
higher temperatures.

6. Nano-grained superplasticity

The kinetics of nano-grained superplasticity is different from the higher scale 
sized grains. Nano-grains show higher flow stress for superplastic deformation. 
It makes difficulty in activating the slip systems for the accommodation process 
[63]. The hypothesis for difficult slip accommodation is displayed in Figure 6. In 
the absence of slip as accommodation mechanism for GBS during nano-grained 
superplasticity, one of the possible accommodation mechanisms in nano-grains 
could be mobile triple junctions [64]. In nano-grained materials, partial disloca-
tion slips can be activated at a lower stress level when compared to the perfect 

Figure 5. 
Variation of optimum strain rate for maximum superplasticity (a) and optimum strain rate for the highest 
value of strain-rate sensitivity (b) with temperatures for ECAP Al-Mg-Sc-Zr and other UFG aluminum 
alloys [55].
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dislocation slips. As GBS occurs, dislocation accumulates at the triple junction 
which increases the system strain energy. The energy can be relaxed as Shockley 
partial dislocations emitted in to the neighboring grain. Thus, the emission 
of partial dislocations acts as an accommodation mechanism in nano-grained 
materials [65]. Similarly, dislocation transfer along a triple junction during grain 
boundary migration would increase the triple junction angle to accommodate the 
GBS [66]. Atomic shuffling accommodated GBS also suggested in nanomaterials 
[67]. The mechanism of atomic shuffling in tilt grain boundary during a shear 
is illustrated in Figure 7. This is called stress-induced grain boundary diffusion. 
In a defect-free single crystal, Au nano-wire superplastic deformation was found 
due to coherent twin propagation [68]. The test was carried in situ with SEM and 
HRTEM at room temperature, and the maximum elongation is only 50%, but 
the deformation mechanism reported in his work was interesting and specific to 

Figure 6. 
A comparison of theoretical flow stress and empirical flow stress for slip accommodation in Ti-6Al-3.2Mo [63].

Figure 7. 
Deformation mechanisms of a tilt GB under shear. (a) Early stage of GB sliding initiated by localized shuffling 
events (dashed circles) of atoms at the interface. Arrows correspond to the atomic displacement between two 
loading steps. (b) Subsequent stage of GB sliding where sites of atomic shuffling in the GB nucleate partial 
dislocations traveling into the grain and leaving a stacking fault (SF) [65].
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nano-grain superplasticity. The nano-twins observed to originate at the beginning 
of plastic deformation contain partial dislocations. Generally, the 1.54 GPa stress 
required to nucleate a partial in Au nano-wire, but due to nano-twins, the partials 
nucleated at the yield stress value of approximately 200 MPa. This nano-twin 
propagates by the glide of these partial dislocations. Ovid’ko and Skiba [69] 
figured out that the dislocation pile-up at the triple junction due to GBS caused 
nano-twin formation. The sequential step of GBS, dislocation pile-up, and twin 
formation are presented in Figure 8.

The piled-up dislocation splits in to two types: immobile GB dislocation and 
mobile partial dislocation. This partial dislocations then move cooperatively on 
every slip plane in a nanoscale region to generate nano-twin.

The evolution of nano-grains in to UFGs was observed in Al and Ti alloys which 
helps in improving the post-forming properties of the material [70]. Alizadeh 
et al. [71] reported grain boundary diffusion-controlled GBS in a nano-grained 
Mg-Gd-Y-Zr alloy when tested in the temperature range of 300–500°C. Similar to 
Li segregation at grain boundaries in UFG Mg-Li alloy, Edalati et al. [72] observed 
superplastic elongation at 300°C in nano-grained Al-Zn alloy due to the Zn 
 segregation-enhanced GBS.

7. Superplasticity in materials with mixed grain sizes

Mansoor and Ghosh [73] studied the effect of multi-pass FSP on extruded 
ZK60 Mg plate. They found improvement in room-temperature mechanical proper-
ties of processed alloy, which was attributed to layered microstructure with grain 
size of 2–5 μm and 100 μm. Similarly, Witkin et al. [74] and Oskooie et al. [75] 
worked on Al alloys through cryo-milling and high-energy planetary ball-milling 
methods, respectively, to fabricate mixed-coarse and fine-grained structures 
and obtain optimum strength and ductility. Wang et al. [76] achieved enhanced 
strength and ductility in Cu after thermomechanical treatment with a mixed grain 
size distribution of micrometer-sized grains embedded inside a matrix of nano-
crystalline and ultrafine (<300 nm) grains. The matrix grains impart high strength, 
whereas the coarse grains facilitate strain hardening mechanisms to give high tensile 

Figure 8. 
Illustration of nano-twin formation during superplastic deformation. (a) Nanometer sized grains under tensile 
load, (b) GBS created dislocation pile up at triple junction O, (c) climb of dislocations on grain boundary AC’, 
and (d) Nano-twin formation due to mobile partial dislocations that move into the adjacent grain interior, as 
grain boundary dislocations become sessile dislocations [69].
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ductility. Moreover, modifying the surfaces was reported to improve fracture and 
fatigue properties. Cáceres and Selling [77] mentioned that the area fraction of 
defects on the fracture surface influences the tensile properties rather than the bulk 
defect content. Begum et al. [78] found that that the fatigue cracks were originated 
from the surfaces with large grains. Perron et al. [79] performed molecular dynamic 
simulation on polycrystalline Al samples and found a linear relationship between 
grain size and surface roughness to an extent of applied strain, while Liu et al. [80] 
reported that surface modification by shot peening decreases surface roughness 
due to grain refinement and becomes the reason for improvement in mechanical 
properties in Mg alloy.

At high temperature, the effect of fine grains is substantial; even room-
temperature superplasticity was observed after HPT in pure Mg [81] and in Mg-Li 
alloy [61]. However, few studies showed superplasticity in coarse-grained Mg alloys 
also. Watanabe et al. [82] achieved superplastic elongation of 196% in AZ31 Mg 
alloy with an average grain size of 130 μm. Wu and Liu [37] reported superplastic-
ity of 320% in hot-rolled AZ31 Mg alloy with a mean grain size of 300 μm. Grain 
size was found to reduce to 25 μm during deformation due to dislocation slip and 
climb. Hence, the idea of mixed grain size microstructure which showed promising 
improvement in room-temperature mechanical properties was explored at high 
temperature also. Fan et al. [83] observed more superplastic elongation in AA8090 
Al-Li alloy which inherently contains three distinct microstructural layers through 
the thickness when compared to superplasticity of surface layers (equiaxed grains) 
and middle layers (elongated grains) alone as shown in the Figure 9. Pancholi and 
Kashyap [84] obtained better bulge profile during superplastic bulge forming of 
AA8090 Al-Li alloy.

Figure 9. 
Three-dimensional view of the microstructure after annealing at 540°C for 5 min: (a) Li-depleted layer, 
(b) layer with recrystallized microstructure, and (c) middle layer of un-recrystallized grains [84].
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Later, Pradeep and Pancholi [85] deliberately fabricated layered microstructure 
containing coarse and fine grains in Al 5082 alloy using FSP and found that the 
inhomogeneous microstructures possess superior superplastic formability than the 
homogeneously grain-sized materials. It can be clearly observed in Figure 10 that 
the composite layer (CL) contains the mixture of thermomechanically affected 
layer (TL) and nugget layer (NL) contains lesser fraction for cavities and maximum 
elongation as evident from its necking. Álvarez-Leal et al. [86] observed super-
plasticity in extruded ZK30 Mg alloy. During deformation the complex as received 
microstructure evolved into bimodal microstructure.

In general, inhomogeneity in initial material would lead to inhomogeneous 
deformation and strain localization which eventually lead to failure [89]. In clas-
sical superplastic literature, uniform fine-grained microstructure was considered 
favorable for superplasticity. However in Al alloys, inhomogeneous microstructure 
has shown to exhibit higher ductility than homogeneous fine-grained micro-
structure [74–76, 87]. Pancholi et al. [90] demonstrated that at least 50% fine 
grain microstructure is required in the Al 5086 alloy for it to exhibit superior 
superplasticity when compared to the homogeneous fine-grained material. It was 
argued that microstructural refinement in the remaining 50% of coarse-grained 
microstructure, which leads to fully homogenous microstructure in the material, 
was the reason for higher superplasticity [84, 87]. However in the work by Raja 
and Pancholi [88], layered microstructure material exhibited elongation lower 
than fully fine-grained microstructure. The coarse grain with as-cast material is 
deformed by twins as shown in Figure 11(a). The nature twins were found out to 
be extension-type from the misorientation distribution in Figure 11(b). Lack of 
superplasticity in half thickness fine-grained material (HFG) and surface modified 
by fine-grained material (SFG) can be attributed to insignificant microstructural 
refinement in the coarse-grained as-cast microstructure during deformation, as 
shown in Figures 11(c) and 9(d). It is well established that Al alloys exhibit con-
tinuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX) [91, 92], whereas AZ91 Mg alloys exhibit 
discontinuous dynamic recrystallization [93]. It appears that CDRX of coarse 
grains in the layer microstructure of Al alloys was the primary reason for higher 

Figure 10. 
Cavitation along the gauge length (in the thickness direction) at different points (tip end, mid-section, and 
shoulder end) of the tensile samples deformed at 500°C with a strain rate of 1 × 10−3 s−1. (a–c) NL, (d–f) TL, 
and (g–i) CL [87].
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superplastic elongation in Al alloys which was not present in the AZ91 Mg alloy. 
However, elongation of more than 600% and strain-rate sensitivity of more than 
0.5 in FFG material confirmed that friction stir processed AZ91 behave superplasti-
cally at temperature of 350°C and strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1 due to dynamic grain 
growth can be observed from the Figure 11(e).

8. Conclusions

The effect of grain size on the superplastic deformation of metallic materials was 
studied. There were different combination of deformation mechanisms, accommo-
dation mechanism, and rate-controlling mechanisms that governed the superplastic 
deformation which depends on the grain size, temperature, and strain rate. The 
following conclusions were obtained based on the detail study.

• The maximum elongation obtained by coarse-grained microstructure was 
between 500 and 800%. Solute-drag creep controlled by diffusion and GBS 
preceded by CDRV/CDRX was the deformation mechanisms in the coarse-
grained microstructure.

• In fine-grained materials, GBS dominated the deformation mechanism. The 
accommodation mechanism could be either by “glide and climb” or by diffu-
sion. If diffusion is the accommodation mechanism, it can be divided either by 
grain boundary diffusion or lattice diffusion which depends on the required 
activation energy.

• In UFG regime most of the materials exhibited either low-temperature super-
plasticity or high-strain-rate superplasticity. The mechanism in both cases is 
mostly observed to be GBS accommodated by dislocation slip.

Figure 11. 
IPF maps of deformed samples with tensile axis parallel to process direction (parallel to X-axis shown above) 
at a strain rate of 5 × 10–4 s−1; (a) AC material with highlighted (yellow) extension twins indicated by arrows 
in its IPF map and (b) grain boundary misorientation distribution of as-cast material showing predominant 
tensile twin population around 86.3°, (c) HFG, (d) SFG, and (e) FFG [88].
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• The kinetics of nano-grained deformation is different from that of their 
higher-scale grain sizes. The deformation mechanism in nano-grain structure 
is also GBS, but its accommodation by slip becomes difficult. The piled-up 
dislocations give rise to different accommodation mechanisms, namely, nano-
twins, emission of Shockley partials, and stress-induced atomic shuffling.

• In materials with mixed grain size microstructure, the microstructure evolu-
tion during deformation needs to favor CDRX in the coarse-grained region in 
order to exhibit superior superplastic elongation—else finer-grained region 
controls the deformation.
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